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Western media quietly attempts to censor growing global opposition, begins with Iranian
media.

Iran's Press TV reported in their article, "Press TV viewers slam EU move to ban Iran channels
as illegal, hypocritical," that "Press TV viewers have condemned as illegal and hypocritical the ban
imposed by the European officials on the broadcast of several Iranian satellite channels." Nearly
no mention is made in the Western media regarding the blatant act of censorship - an act that runs
contra to all perceived notions of "Western values," and an act that directly undermines
the narratives of the West supporting "freedom" and "democracy" around the globe.

The West has spent billions trying to leverage "freedom of speech" and "human rights" as a means
to undermine, destabilize, overthrow, and replace governments around the world, from the US-
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engineered Eastern European "color-revolutions" after the fall of the Soviet Union, to the latest US-
engineered "Arab Spring," and all across Southeast Asia. Now with the West pursuing its own
campaign of censorship, it is clear that these "values" were merely selectively and opportunistically
manipulated.

The news has been buried under reports regarding a new round of sanctions passed by the EU which
was recently awarded the Nobel Peace Prize even while pursuing multiple wars across the globe,
including continuing operations in Libya, the subversion of Syria, and a decade long occupation
of Afghanistan which sees weekly civilian massacres by NATO air strikes on both sides of the Afghan-
Pakistani border. In fact, the most recent NATO atrocity occurred not even a week ago, killing 3
children in the Helmand province. Of course this was absent in Western headlines, but it did make
headlines in Iran's Press TV, and indicates a more realistic explanation to the EU's decision to ban
the Iranian news service. 

Clearly the EU has no qualms over endangering civilian lives - its concerns over "human rights" are
a selectively applied value it uses against its enemies with demonstrably no intention of holding
itself to similar standards. Now, the EU has applied this same selective application of supposed
"Western values" to "freedom of speech," curtailing it when that speech endangers its own interests,
and pursuing "freedom" when it advances their agenda. And it is this hypocrisy that the increasingly
popular Press TV news service has been illustrating, as a counterweight to the uniformly biased and
compromised Western press.

It was US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton who stated that censorship incurred "long-term economic
and social costs," with oppression leading to "civil unrest and not security." Many Western politicians
executing corporate-financier driven policy have stated that a regime's pursuit of censorship was
a sign of weakness and fear - an indicator that its opposition was gaining ground and that more
overt, visible, even desperate measures needed to be implemented. Censorship, according to the
West's own narrative, is part of a self-defeating cycle where legitimacy and the mandate to lead
increasingly is fading.

With that consideration in mind, the censorship of Iran's Press TV should be a sign that Iran's efforts
to balance global public perception skewed by the vast resources of Wall Street and London are
succeeding. Along with Russia Today (RT), Press TV has provided nations who aspire to live
in a mulipolar world where the primacy of the nation-state prevails, a model to follow in combating
the unwarranted power and influence of Western media houses.

Above all, it should be noted that a key contributing factor to Press TV and RT's success is the
growing alternative media - media by the people and for the people - whose legitimacy and
reputation is measured in accuracy, consistency, and objectivity, not slick graphics, expensive suits,
and million-dollar studios. The alternative media has provided content for growing national news
agencies seeking to challenge the West's hegemony over information, and while national news
agencies ultimately pursue national agendas, the content they are drawing on generally come from
people simply seeking the truth.

The EU's act of censorship against Press TV is in turn a strike against the alternative media. Instead
of being seen as a setback, it should be seen as a success and a signal to redouble our efforts
as individuals to assert our own will and vision for the future over that of the miniscule global elite
who have so far gone unchallenged in their designs and aspirations. The alternative media should be
only the first in a series of people-driven alternatives systematically undermining and replacing
existing corporate-financier dominated paradigms.Part I: Islamists, Heroin and the CIA

The Wall Street Journal reported Thursday that the Syrian government reversed a ban on women
teachers wearing Islamic face cover in the classroom. The concession to Western-backed Islamist
protestors is instructive, since the secular socialist Assad government is clearly in the crosshairs
of City of London bankers attempting to redraw the political map of the Middle East. As in Libya and
Afghanistan, the banksters are counting on fundamentalists to carry out their counter-revolutionary
agenda.
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Though Western intelligence had earlier cavorted with Islamists in attacking nationalist movements
in Iraq, Indonesia and Iran; it was in Afghanistan where they unleashed the full force of their young
Frankensteins.

This disastrous experiment came to a head last week when 2,000 Afghans attacked a UN compound
in usually sedate Mazar-e-Sharif, killing 7 staffers. Though set off by the burning of a Quran by our
own Florida version of the Taliban (see my Left Hook article "Pastor Jones & Mohammed Atta"), one
must understand this nation's history to fully comprehend Afghan anger towards their Western
occupiers.

Afghanistan was founded in 1747 and ruled by a bloodline monarchy with rumored ties to the
legendary Roshaniya- the all-seeing ones. In 1933 King Mohammed Zaher Shah took the throne,
ruling the country in feudalistic fashion until deposed by his cousin Mohammed Daoud in 1973.

In April 1978 Daoud was killed in a popular revolution led by socialist leader Nor Mohammed Taraki,
who became President and embarked on an ambitious land reform program to help poor Afghan
sharecroppers, who were traditionally forced to work land owned by the king and his cronies.

Taraki built schools for women who were banned from education under the monarchy. He opened
Afghan universities to the poor and introduced free health care. When counter-revolutionary bandits
began to burn down universities and girl's schools, many Afghan's saw the hand of the CIA. As the
campaign of sabotage intensified, Kabul revolutionaries called on Soviet leader Leonid Brezynev
to send troops to repel the bandits. Brezynev refused.

In 1979 pro-Taraki militants, convinced of a CIA destabilization plot, assassinated CIA Kabul Chief
of Station Spike Dubbs. Indeed, in April 1979, a full seven months before the much-ballyhooed Soviet
"invasion" of Afghanistan occurred, US officials met with Afghan warlords bent on overthrowing
Taraki. On July 3, 1979 President Carter signed the first national security directive authorizing secret
aid to Afghan warlords. Carter National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski said he convinced
Carter that in his "…opinion this aid was going to induce a Soviet military intervention."

Taraki appointed Tabizullah Amin as Cabinet Minister in charge of land reform. Amin, who Soviet KGB
Chief Yuri Andropov came to believe was a CIA deep cover agent provocateur, launched a brutal
campaign of terror against political opponents. This turned world opinion against the Tariki
government. Andropov believes the CIA had Amin infiltrate the Kabul government intent
on discrediting the revolutionaries.

Taraki traveled to Moscow to consult with the Soviets on a strategy to get rid of Amin. The day he
returned to Kabul, Amin had Taraki executed and seized power. A few weeks later CIA-backed
warlords massacred dozens of Afghan government officials in the western city of Herat.
The combination of these two events finally convinced Brezynev to send troops into Afghanistan.

In December 1979 Soviet tanks rolled across the Panshir Valley, while KGB operatives stormed
the Royal Palace in Kabul. They assassinated Tabizullah Amin and installed Babrak Karmal as the
new leader of Afghanistan. Brzezinski now had the justification he'd been looking for to begin overtly
arming counter-revolutionaries in Afghanistan. Though the Afghan conflict killed two million people,
Brzezinski later boasted, "That (Carter's secret directive) was an excellent idea. It had the effect
of drawing the Russians into the Afghan trap."

CIA agents streamed into Peshawar in Pakistan's Northwest Frontier Province. The city lay at the foot
of Khyber Pass, the gateway to Afghanistan. Tens of thousands of Afghan refugees had flooded into
Peshawar to escape the looming war. With help from the Pakistani Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI),
the CIA scoured the refugee camps looking for modern-day Islamic fundamentalist Assassins who
were prepared to intensify the guerrilla war on Kabul's socialist government and now, to repel
the Soviets from Afghanistan.

The Company found what it needed in Hezbi-i Isbmi, a force of feudal-minded Islamist fighters
assembled and trained by the Pakistani military with CIA oversight. Their leader was Gulbuddin
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Hekmatyar, a fanatic who in the early 1970's had ordered his followers to throw acid into the faces
of Afghan women who refused to wear their burkhas. In 1972 Hezbi-i Isbmi murdered hundreds
of left-wing students in Afghanistan then fled to Peshawar, where they escaped prosecution under
the protection of the US-allied Pakistan military government. The group was feared and despised
by Afghans and Pakistanis alike, who viewed them as a terrorist organization.

Pakistan became the third largest recipient of US military aid in the world, behind only Israel and
Egypt. Much of that aid was going to arm the mujahadeen who launched raids into Afghanistan,
seizing large chunks of real estate. A pattern emerged.

Each time the Hezbi-i Isbmi secured land, they immediately planted it to poppies. Between
1982-1983 opium harvests along the Afghan/Pakistani border doubled in size and by 1984 Pakistan
was exporting 70% of the world's heroin. During that time the CIA Station in Islamabad – Pakistan's
capital – became the largest spook den in the world. Golden Crescent heroin output surpassed that
of the Golden Triangle just as the CIA began its biggest operation since Vietnam.

While Hekmatyar's troops planted poppies, mujahadeen leader Sayed Ahmed Gailani was supplying
the Turkish Gray Wolves syndicate with Pathan opium. The Gray Wolves' Iranian supply had dried up
when their good friend the Shah was deposed and Iranian revolutionaries cracked down on the
country's heroin epidemic.

Gailani was a wealthy Afghan aristocrat with ties to former King Zaher Shah. He owned the Peugeot
dealership in Kabul and his drug smuggling was underwritten by the Saudis. A 1989 State
Department report admitted that Afghanistan had become the world's leading source of heroin.

Gulbuddin Hekmatyar followed squarely in the footsteps of Vang Pao, Phoumi Nosavan and Khun Sa
– the CIA heroin lords of the Golden Triangle. Soon Hekmatyar was recognized as the world's heroin
kingpin. Alfred McCoy, in his excellent book, The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia, first exposed
the CIA's role in facilitating the guns-for-drugs quid pro quo. He terms the CIA approach "radical
pragmatism".

This same approach would seem to belie the CIA's penchant for backing Islamic extremists.

In 1978 Lieutenant General Fazle Haq was appointed governor of Northwest Frontier Province where
Peshawar became an arms supermarket for the mujahadeen and home to hundreds of heroin
refineries. Haq was one of the largest depositors at the CIA's Bank of Credit & Commerce
International (BCCI). He was President Zia's closest confidant and a good friend of Zia's son, who ran
the BCCI Karachi branch.

Haq became de facto overlord for mujahadeen operations and provided protection for the heroin
labs. Hekmatyar himself ran six labs further south in Baluchistan Province. A State Department
Narcotics Suppression Officer based in Islamabad accused US Ambassador to Pakistan Ronald Spiers
of refusing to forward any evidence of Pakistani military officials' involvement in the heroin trade
to DEA, though it was widely known that Haq and others were key players.

In the 1980's Pakistan became the world's poster child for political corruption. The Islamabad junta's
unflagging support for Reagan's mujahadeen was at the root of the corruption. A senior US official
stated that, "key Hekmatyar commanders close to the ISI run heroin laboratories in southwest
Pakistan and the ISI cooperates in heroin operations".

In September 1985 the Pakistan Herald reported that military trucks belonging to the National
Logistics Cell of the Pakistan Army were being used to transport arms from the Port of Karachi
to Peshawar on behalf of the CIA, and that those same trucks were returning to Karachi sealed
by the Pakistani military and loaded with heroin. The practice, according to the Herald, had been
going on since 1981, just as Hekmatyar's forces began planting poppies.

Two high-ranking Pakistani military officers were caught with 220 kilos of heroin, but were never
prosecuted. The US had seventeen DEA agents stationed in Pakistan. During their tenure they made
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zero arrests. Golden Crescent heroin captured 60% of the US market, where bricks of hashish
appeared stamped with a logo of two crossed AK-47 assault rifles circled by the words, "Smoke out
the Soviets". From 1982-1992, roughly the period of US involvement in Afghanistan, heroin addiction
in the US rose by 50%.

There was evidence that President Zia himself was involved in the heroin trade. In 1984 a Pakistani
national named Hamid Hashain was caught smuggling heroin into Norway. During a routine search
of Hashain, customs officials found original copies of President Zia's personal bank statements.
The incident caused a major scandal in Pakistan, where allegations of Zia's corruption grew louder.
The US increasingly saw him as a liability.

In 1988 Zia's helicopter went down in a ball of fire. Both he and US Ambassador to Pakistan Arnold
Raphael were killed. The crash bore an eerie resemblance to the one that killed Panama's President
Omar Torrijos in 1981, which even General Noriega, who rose to power because of Torrijos' death,
later claimed was a CIA assassination. The US blamed the Soviets and US Air Force officials cordoned
off the wreckage, barring Pakistani authorities from investigating the crash. Reagan offered his
condolences, citing Zia as, "a strong supporter of anti-narcotics activities in Pakistan".

It is no coincidence that virtually all Arab nations which the West considers allies embrace Islamic
fundamentalism, a repressive belief system which is quite congruent with global monopoly
capitalism. Both are based on a return to rule by feudalistic monarchy and a diminished role for
government and thus democracy.

Most US Arab enemies embrace secular socialism, which aims to stop the exploitation of oil
resources by the Four Horsemen and their Rockefeller/Rothschild owners. Great Arab leaders
including the Egyptian Nasser, the Algerian Boumedienne, the Libyan Qaddafi, the Syrian Assad and
the Iraqi al-Bakr support(ed) a secular socialism (though Qaddafi proclaims himself precisely to be
anarcho-syndicalist), which poses a very real threat to the neo-liberal globalization agenda.

Interventions in Libya and Syria follow the same counter-revolutionary template employed by the
City of London banksters in Afghanistan.

Part II: Socialism, al Qaeda and Chevron

In the mid-1980's the UN tried to broker a peace deal in Afghanistan involving a complete Soviet
withdrawal in return for an end to US and Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) support for the Afghan
rebels. The Reagan Administration refused the UN deal. It wanted to "give the Soviets their Vietnam"
as part of a grander scheme to rip apart the Soviet Union. It also wanted the socialist Karmal
government out of Kabul. In 1986 US military aid to the mujahadeen increased dramatically to $1
billion/year.

In 1988 the US and the Soviets signed the Geneva Accords which called for an Afghan arms
embargo. Both countries ignored the deal and the fighting continued. Mujahadeen fighters routinely
tortured and mutilated captured Russian and Afghan soldiers- often in the presence of American
advisers.

In 1989 the Soviets pulled out of Afghanistan. Their hand-picked Prime Minister Babrak Karmal had
been replaced by the democratically-elected Mohammad Najibullah Ahmadzai in 1986. But Najibullah
was also a socialist and democracy was never a State Department priority. He represented
the Parchom faction of the Communist People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan.

Though the Soviets were gone, the US kept funding the guerrilla campaign against the duly-elected
government in Kabul. In 1992 Najibullah was overthrown. One of seven fighting mujahadeen factions
led by Burhaddin Rabbani took power. Six of the seven rebel groups laid down their arms and got
behind Rabbani.

The one that did not was CIA-favorite Gulbuddin Hekmatyar's Hezbi-i Isbmi, which proceeded to soak
the streets of Kabul in yet another round of blood. Though the UN now recognized the Rabbani-led
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faction as Afghanistan's legitimate government, the CIA still saw Rabbani as too much the leftist.

Hekmatyar's forces finally seized Kabul. Rabbani and his government fled north into the Mazar-i-
Sharif region where, under the command of military chief Sheik Ahmed Shah Massoud, the ousted
mujahadeen factions reconstituted themselves as the Northern Alliance. In 1995 Hezbi-i Isbmi
suddenly stepped down, ceding Kabul to a new creation of Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI)
already in charge in Kandahar- the Taliban.

More than two million Afghans had died in the decade long war CIA war- its biggest covert operation
since Vietnam. US taxpayers spent $3.8 billion prosecuting the genocide. The House of Saud
matched that amount and the other GCC monarchs kicked in as well.

The US did nothing to help rebuild Afghanistan and the forces which the CIA created to fight their
proxy war were increasingly turning their anger towards the West.

An October 1999 coup brought General Pervez Musharraf to power in Pakistan. Musharraf supported
the rise of Islamic fundamentalism. He served on the board of Rabita Trust for the Rehabilitation
of Stranded Pakistanis- an Osama bin Laden fundraising front. After the 911 terror attacks on the US,
the Bush Administration gave Musharraf thirty-six hours to step down from the Rabita board. When
he refused, the State Department simply removed Rabita from its list of groups that sponsor
terrorism.

Gulbuddin Hekmatyar joined many other mujahadeen leaders in expressing anger and contempt at
the US for abandoning them. During the Gulf War, several ex-mujahadeen commanders supported
Iraq. Following the war, the wealthy Saudi Osama bin Laden, who served as the House of Saud's
emissary in recruiting Afghan Arab fighters, while putting his construction background to work
in building the CIA's Khost, Afghanistan mujahadeen training camps in 1986, now called for a jihad
against the "Crusader-Zionist Alliance". Many of his fellow ex-mujahadeen fighters heeded his call
and al Qaeda emerged as the ugliest Frankenstein yet.

In 1993 al Qaeda extremists led by Ramzi Yousef attempted to blow up the World Trade Center
by planting a bomb in a parking garage below the towers. Six people died. A week prior to the
bombing, a FAX was received in Cairo warning of an impending attack on US interests. The FAX was
fittingly sent from Peshawar, where the CIA first recruited mujahadeen. It was signed by al-Gamaa al-
Islamiya (Islamic Group), a mujahadeen faction.

In March 1993 an ex-mujahadeen member walked up to the security checkpoint at CIA headquarters
in Langley and opened fire, killing two agents. In March 1995, two CIA agents working out of the US
Embassy in Karachi were gunned down by another mujahadeen veteran. Both assailants used AK-47
assault rifles paid for by the Saudi government and supplied by the CIA. Surplus CIA-supplied
mujahadeen hardware including Stinger missiles also made its way to Iran and Qatar.

In 1996 bin Laden operatives bombed Khobar Towers military barracks at a US base in Saudi Arabia.
Bin Laden Construction had built the facilities. In 1997, two days after a US court convicted
the Pakistani responsible for the shootings at CIA headquarters, four auditors with Texas Union Oil
Company were gunned down in Karachi.

In 1998 bin Laden loyalists blew up US Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania within minutes of one
another. Hundreds died. In 2000 al Qaeda operatives crashed a raft full of explosives into the side
of the destroyer USS Cole as it docked in Yemen, where bin Laden's family originated. Twenty-six US
sailors died.

The US was finally forced to apply public pressure on the Pakistani government, which was still
hosting the CIA Frankensteins. Clinton CIA Director James Woolsey said Pakistan was close to being
placed on the State Department's list of states that sponsor terrorism. This public pressure further
angered the Pakistani people, who had watched as the CIA created and grew these narco-terrorists
for a decade, using their country as a training ground. Now the US wanted to offload their culpability
onto the Pakistani people. The mujahadeen were furious.
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Jordanian mujahadeen Abu Taha put it this way, "The United States is a bloodsucker…and Pakistan
is the puppet of America." Another mujahadeen veteran, Abu Saman, said, "We were not terrorists
as long as we and the Americans had the same cause- to defeat a superpower. Now it doesn't suit
the American and Western interests so we are branded terrorists."

In 1994 the Taliban sprang forth from religious schools known as madrassas in Northwest Pakistan.
The schools were run by Jamiat-Ulema-i-Islami- an Islamic fundamentalist group with close ties
to Pakistani ISI and funded by the Saudi government. The Taliban launched raids from Pakistani soil,
just as the mujahadeen had, gaining notoriety when they freed a Pakistani military convoy captured
inside Afghanistan. Within a year they controlled one-third of Afghanistan, establishing a provisional
government in Kandahar.

The Rabbani government was ousted in Kabul by Hekmatyar's Hezbi-i Isbmi. In 1995 as Taliban
forces advanced on Kabul, Hekmatyar's troops handed over control of Kabul to the Taliban.
A Western diplomat said of the Taliban, "Clearly the Pakistanis are playing some kind of role".

When the Taliban came to power in 1996, saying they would establish an "Islamic emirate", planes
landed in Kabul carrying Taliban leaders and seven top-ranking Pakistani military officers. Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia and the UAE immediately recognized the Taliban.

The Four Horsemen (Exxon Mobil, Chevron Texaco, BP Amoco & Royal Dutch/Shell) took a shine
to the Taliban, viewing them as a "stabilizing force in the region". They were eager to convince
the feudalists of the importance of building a gas pipeline across Afghanistan to the Indian Ocean
from the vast natural gas fields of Turkmenistan, which borders Afghanistan to the north.

The Rabbani government had been negotiating with an Argentinean consortium called Bridas to build
the pipeline. This angered the Four Horsemen, who backed a Unocal-led consortium known
as Centgas. In 2005 Unocal became part of Chevron. Many citizens of Kabul were convinced that
the CIA had brought the Taliban to power on behalf of Big Oil.

The Four Horsemen were busy exploiting their new Caspian Sea oil and gas reserves in the newly
formed Central Asian Republics just north of Afghanistan. Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan contain vast
crude oil reserves estimated at over 200 billion barrels. Neighboring Turkmenistan is a virtual gas
republic, containing some of the largest deposits of natural gas on earth. The biggest gas field is at
Dauletabad in the southeast of the country near the Afghan border. All told there are an estimated
6.6 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in the Caspian Sea region.

The Centgas consortium also planned to build a pipeline which would connect oil fields around
Chardzhan, Turkmenistan to the Siberian oilfields further north. Turkmenistan also has vast reserves
of oil, copper, coal, tungsten, zinc, uranium and gold.

With Rabbani out of the picture, Centgas began negotiating in earnest with the Taliban for rights
to build their pipeline from Dauletbad across Afghanistan and Pakistan to the port of Karachi, where
a US Naval base was in the works on a 100-acre site given mysteriously handed over to Omani
Sultan Qaboos.

The Four Horsemen brought with them to Central Asia some loyal Saudi business partners. Saudi
billionaire Sheik Khalid bin Mahfouz- owner of BCCI and National Commercial Bank and an
enthusiastic supporter of the mujahadeen- embraced the Taliban. Bin Mahfouz- whose net worth
is over $2 billion- controls Nimir Petroleum, a partner with Chevron Texaco in developing a 1.5 billion
barrel Kazakhstan oil field. A Saudi Arabian government audit found that bin Mahfouz' National
Commercial Bank had transferred over $3 million to Osama bin Laden charities in 1999.

Saudi-owned Delta Oil was a partner with Amerada Hess in Azerbaijan oil ventures. Delta-Hess is part
of a Bechtel-led group building the $2.4 billion Caspian Pipeline Consortium's trans-Turkey pipeline
to the Russian Black Sea port of Novorosisskyk. Delta Oil is also a partner in Centgas.

According to French writer Olivier Roy, "When the Taliban took power in Afghanistan, it was largely
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orchestrated by the Pakistani secret service (ISI) and the oil company Unocal, with its Saudi ally
Delta".

In January 1998 Centgas agreed to pay the Taliban government $100 million a year to run their gas
pipeline across Afghanistan. Centgas arranged high-level meetings in Washington between Taliban
officials and the State Department.

Representing Unocal was Zalmay Khalilzad, who was Assistant Undersecretary of Defense in the
Bush Sr. Administration and worked at Cambridge Energy Research Associates before working at
Unocal. Khalilzad was born in Mazar-i-Sharif to wealthy Afghan aristocrats. His father was an aide
to King Zaher Shah. Khalilzad also worked at Rand Corporation- long a CIA asset. Khalilzad left his
post at Unocal to join the National Security Council in the Bush Jr. Administration. In 2002 Bush
appointed Khalilzad as the first US envoy to Afghanistan in over 20 years. The first item on his
agenda was to revive talks on building the Centgas pipeline.

Bin Mahfouz was under investigation for funding Osama bin Laden's al Qaeda terror network. He was
represented in the US by Washington law firm Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld. The firm
represents the House of Saud and the world's largest Islamic charity- the Saudi-based Holy Land
Foundation for Development and Relief. Within three months of the 911 terror attacks, Treasury had
frozen the assets of the Saudi foundation. Akin, Gump successfully defended bin Mahfouz when
the BCCI scandal broke. Three partners at the firm are good friends of President George W. Bush.
Partner James C. Langdon is one of Bush's closest friends. George Salem was involved in Bush
campaign fundraising. Barnett "Sandy" Cress was appointed by Bush to head a White House-
sponsored education initiative.

According to French intelligence analyst Jean-Charles Brisard, President Bush Jr. blocked US Secret
Service investigations into US-based al-Qaeda sleeper cells while he continued to negotiate secretly
with Taliban officials. The last meeting was in August 2001 just five weeks before 911. Bush wanted
the Taliban to deliver bin Laden in return for US and Saudi economic aid and support for the Taliban.

Deputy FBI Director John O'Neill resigned his post in July 2001 to protest the Bush Administration's
cozying up to the Taliban. Brisard says O'Neill told him, "the main obstacles to investigating Islamic
terrorism were US corporate interests and the role played by Saudi Arabia." O'Neill took a job
as Chief of Security at the World Trade Center in New York and was killed during the 911 attacks.

According to the French newspaper Le Figaro, the CIA met with bin Laden several times during
the months prior to 911. According to the Washington Post, the CIA met with Taliban leader Mullah
Mohammed Omar's envoy Rahmattullah Hashami in July 2001. Hashami offered to hold on to bin
Laden until the CIA could capture him but, according to the Village Voice, the Bush Administration
turned down the offer. That same month the CIA met with Jamiaat-i-Islami leader Qazi Hussein
Ahmed.

The US government gave $43 million in aid to the Taliban in 2000 and $132 million in 2001.
The Taliban were told by the Bush White House to hire a Washington PR firm to scrub up their image.
The firm was headed by Laila Helms- niece of former CIA Director and BCCI crony Richard Helms. Big
Oil representatives were present at the Bush-Taliban negotiations, where one official told the Taliban
at that last August meeting, "You either accept our offer of a carpet of gold, or we bury you under
a carpet of bombs."

Even after the 911 terror attacks, President Bush omitted the names of two House of Saud-funded
groups- International Islamic Relief Organization and Muslim World League- who financed al Qaeda
from a list of groups whose assets would be frozen by the US Treasury.

As French intelligence analyst Brisard noted, "The American addiction to Saudi oil and arms money
threatens to undermine national security in the West".

[span class="subheadline"]Part III: The Central Asian Grand Chessboard[/span]
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In 1997 Trilateral Commission founder Zbigniew Brzezinski, the godfather of the Afghan mujahadeen,
wrote a book titled, The Grand Chessboard: American Primacy and its Geopolitical Imperatives. In the
book Brzezinski – who sat on the board at BP Amoco – argues that the key to global power is control
of Eurasia and that the "key to controlling Eurasia is controlling the Central Asian Republics".

Brzezinski's plan called for ruling Central Asia via control of Uzbekistan – which borders Afghanistan
to the north. In 1997 Enron attempted to negotiate a $2 billion deal with the Uzbek state-owned
Neftegas with help from the Clinton White House. When that effort and other privatization attempts
were rebuffed in 1998, CIA-backed Islamist attacks on Uzbekistan's government were ratcheted up.

In 1999 a series of explosions rocked the Uzbek capital of Tashkent. Islamic al-Qaeda-trained
militants were to blame. The rebels – who called themselves the Islamic Party of Turkistan –
attempted to assassinate socialist President Islam Karimov. They attacked the fertile Fergana Valley
in an attempt to disrupt harvests and the Uzbek food supply. Karimov was also attacked by the
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and Hizb-ut-Tahrir.

After the "carpet of bombs" began raining down on neighboring Afghanistan in October 2001,
Uzbekistan- along with neighbors Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan– were coerced into accepting new US
military bases. In 2005 Kyrgyzstan's nationalist President Askar Akayev was deposed by Islamists
in the Tulip Revolution. Within days Donald Rumsfeld was meeting with the new leaders. Karimov
had seen enough and ordered US troops out of Uzbekistan.

The timing of both Brzezinski's book and the Bush Jr. Administration "carpet of bombs" threat to the
Taliban are instructive since both occurred prior to the 911 attacks, which provided the perfect
pretext for the massive Central Asian intervention that Brzezinski, Bush and their City of London
bosses were advocating.

Dr. Johannes Koeppl – former German Defense Ministry official and adviser to NATO Secretary
General Manfred Werner – explained of this rash of "coincidences" in November 2001, "The interests
behind the Bush Administration, such as the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission
and the Bilderberger Group, have prepared for and are now implementing open world dictatorship
(which will be established) within the next five years. They are not fighting against terrorists. They
are fighting against citizens."

Drugistan

Central Asia produces 75% of the world's opium. According to the UN, the surge in opium production
in the region coincided with the disintegration of the Soviet Union, which was "encouraged" by the
Reagan Administration and the CIA. It also coincided with the Four Horsemen's (Exxon Mobil,
Chevron Texaco, BP Amoco & Royal Dutch/Shell) Caspian Sea oil boom.

While the US issued humiliating certifications to judge countries on their ability to stop drug traffic,
Big Oil produced 90% of the chemicals needed to process cocaine and heroin, which CIA surrogates
process and distribute. CIA chemists were the first to produce heroin.

As Ecuadorian Presidential Candidate Manuel Salgado put it, "This world order which professes
the cult of opulence and the growing economic power of illegal drugs, doesn't allow for any frontal
attack aimed at destroying narco-trafficking because that business, which moves $400 billion
annually, is far too important for the leading nations of world power to eliminate. The US punishes
those countries which don't do enough to fight against drugs, whereas their CIA boys have built
paradises of corruption throughout the world with the drug profits."

The Afghan "paradise of corruption" yielded 4,600 metric tons of opium in 1998. In 1999 the Taliban
announced a crack down on opium production in Afghanistan. The move angered the CIA, the Afghan
aristocracy and their Turkish Gray Wolves allies, whose smuggling routes mirror those of the Four
Horsemen's Caspian Seaoil pipeline recently opened for business through Turkey.

When the Taliban cracked down on opium production, poppy fields bloomed to the north where
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CIA/ISI-sponsored Islamists were fighting in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Chechnya, Dagestan, Armeniaand
Azerbaijan. Asia Times writer Pepe Escobar termed the entire region "Drugistan".

Pakistani writer Ahmed Rashid says the Saudis- fulfilling their usual "paymaster" role – funded
the northward shift in poppy production. It was part of a larger operation run by Western intelligence
agencies to encircle Russia, seize oilfields and destabilize the entire Central Asia region using Islamic
fundamentalists and heroin proceeds.

In 1991 Air America/Iran-Contra super spook Richard Secord showed up in Baku, Azerbaijan under
the cover of MEGA Oil. Secord did military training, sold Israeli arms, passed "brown bags filled with
cash" and shipped in over 2,000 Islamist fighters from Afghanistan with help from CIA-favorite
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar.

Afghan heroin began flooding into Baku. Russian economist Alexandre Datskevitch said of 184 heroin
labs that police discovered in Moscow in 1991, "Every one of them was run by Azeris, who use
the proceeds to buy arms for Azerbaijan's war against Armenian Nagorno-Karabakh".

A Turkish intelligence source claims that Exxon and Mobil (now Exxon Mobil) were behind the 1993
coup against elected Armenian President Abulfaz Elchibey. Secord's Islamists helped. Osama bin
Laden set up an NGO in Baku as a base for attacking the Russians in Chechnya and Dagestan.

A more pliant President Heidar Aliyev was installed in Armenia. In 1996, at the behest of Amoco's
(now BP) president, he was invited to the White House to meet President Clinton- whose National
Security Advisor Sandy Berger held $90,000 worth of Amoco stock.

Not content with the Polish Solidarist-led grab of Eastern Europe and the partitioning of oil-rich Soviet
Central Asian republics, the CFR/Bilderberger crowd now used mujahadeen surrogates in Chechnya
to further squeeze Russia.

In 1994 35,000 Chechen fighters were trained at Amir Muawia camp in Afghanistan's Khost Province.
Osama bin Laden built the camp for the CIA. Now-deceased Chechen commander Shamil Basayev
graduated from Amir Muawia and was sent to advanced guerrilla tactics camp at Markazi-i-
Dawar,Pakistan. There he met with Pakistani ISI officials. ISI has historically excelled at carrying out
the CIA's dirty laundry.

The Chechen Islamists took over a big chunk of the Golden Crescent heroin trade, working with
Chechen crime families affiliated with the Russian Alfa Group that did business with Halliburton. They
also had ties to the Albanian heroin labs being run by the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA). A Russian
FSB report stated that the Chechens began buying real estate in Kosovo in 1997, just prior to the US-
led partition of Kosovo from Yugoslavia.

Saudi-born Chechen commander Emir al-Khattab set up guerrilla camps to train KLA Albanian rebels.
The camps were funded by the heroin trade, prostitution rings and counterfeiting. Recruits were
invited by Basayev and funded by the House of Saud's Muslim Brotherhood Islamic Relief
Organization.

In February 2002 sent 200 military advisers and attack helicopters to Georgia to "root our terrorism".
On September 20, 2002, Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov stated that the al Qaeda-trained
Chechen rebels targeting his country were being given safe-haven by the government of Georgia.
The Four Horsemen's strategic Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan pipeline was set to open through the Georgian
capital Tblisi. The US deployment was a smokescreen for pipeline protection.

In October 2003 Georgian President Eduard Schevardnadze was forced to step down despite the fact
that he had been elected to serve until 2005. IMF darling Mikheil Saakashvili was installed
to complete the banker coup which was dubbed the Rose Revolution. According to The Guardian,
Rose Revolution funders included the U.S. State Department, USAID, National Democratic Institute
for International Affairs, International Republican Institute, Bilderberg Group, the NGO Freedom
House, George Soros's Open Society Institute and National Endowment for Democracy (NED).
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When Gulbuddin Hekmatyar ceded Kabul to the Taliban in 1995, Taliban training camps
in Pakistanand Afghanistanwere taken over by Jamiat-ul-Ulema-e-Islam (JUI) who, with help from
Saudi Wahhabist clerics, recruited and trained Islamic fundamentalist volunteers to fight wars
of destabilization throughout the Balkans and Central Asia.

Financed by Golden Crescent heroin, these terrorists shipped out to fight with Chechen rebels,
the Kosovo Liberation Army, the Bosnian Muslim Army, the National Liberation Army (Albanian
separatists fighting the government of Macedonia) and Chinese East Turkistan Uighur rebels fighting
against Beijing.

Out of these same camps came Lakshar e-Taiba and Jamiash-i-Mohammed, who in December 2001
attacked India's Parliament in New Delhi, killing fourteen legislators and provoking the Indians into
a massive military deployment along the Pakistani border.

In the early 1990's the CIA had helped Afghan mujahadeen veterans get passports to immigrate
to the US. The Al-Kifah Refugee Center in Brooklyn, where many Afghans landed, turned into a CIA
recruiting base for wars inYugoslavia and Central Asia.

Among those who frequented the center were El Sayyid Nosair, who assassinated far-right Israeli
Rabbi Meir Kahane; and Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman, a fundamentalist Egyptian cleric linked to the
assassination of Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. The CIA brought the sheik to Brooklyn
as a recruiting tool. His son was killed in December 2001 – a key al Qaeda leader fighting the US
in Afghanistan.

The CIA arranged for Egyptian al Qaeda leaders to flea to Albania in 1997, where they helped train
and fight with the Kosovo Liberation Army. Bin Laden's #2 man Ayman al-Zawahiri heads Egyptian
Islamic Jihad. Al-Zawahiri's sidekick Ali Mohammed came to the US in 1984. He trained terrorists
in Brooklyn and Jersey City on weekends. His regular job was to instruct US Special Forces at
FortBragg. In 1998 he helped bomb US embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.

According to British MP Michael Meacher, in an article for The Guardian, M16 recruited up to 200
British Muslims to fight in Afghanistan andYugoslavia. Meacher says a Dehli-based foundation
describes Omar Saeed Sheikh, the man who beheaded US journalist Daniel Pearl in 2002, as a British
agent. He says it was Sheikh who – at the behest of ISI General Mahmood Ahmed – wired $100,000
to Mohammed Atta just prior to 911, a fact confirmed by Dennis Lomel, director of FBI's financial
crimes unit.

Restoring Petromonarchy

According to Mossad intelligence reports, as of July 1, 2001, 120,000 metric tons of opium was
warehoused in Afghanistan awaiting shipment. Two months later the US was bombing Afghanistan.
Opium shipments resumed.

The US paid several Afghan warlords $200,000 each and gave them satellite phones to lead
a surrogate army Northern Alliance-led ground assault on the Taliban. Over $7 million was spent
buying off these opium-trafficking warlords, including Uzbek butcher Rashid Dostum.

Amnesty International and UN Human Rights Commissioner Mary Robinson called for an
investigation of an incident at Mazar-i-Sharif where Dostum oversaw the surrender of hundreds
of Taliban and al Qaeda fighters, who were then massacred in a bombing raid by US aircraft during
in an alleged prison uprising. The "American Taliban" John Walker Lindh was among the few
survivors.

The prisoners had come from Konduz where, according to investigative journalist Seymour Hirsch
of The New Yorker, the White House had ordered US Special Forces to create an evacuation corridor
whereby Pakistani military aircraft were allowed to fly no less than 2,500 al Qaeda and Taliban
fighters – along with their ISI advisers and at least two Pakistani generals – to safety in Pakistan.
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While the Bush Administration used an alleged al Qaeda/Saddam Hussein alliance as a pretext
to turn its guns towards oil-rich Iraq, al Qaeda and Taliban leadership remained unharmed
in Pakistan.

In Afghanistan US envoy and former Unocal executive Zalmay Khalilzad was busy paving the way for
the construction of the Unocal-led Centgas pipeline. Later Khalilzad became US Ambassador to Iraq.
US Ambassador to Pakistan Wendy Chamberlain huddled with Pakistan Oil Minister Usman
Aminuddin and the Saudi Ambassador to Pakistan to plan the pipeline, which would run next
to Khandahar – home of Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed Omar.

Omar favored the Centgas consortium and remains mysteriously at large. Northern Alliance leader
Burhanuddin Rabbani- who had been Afghan Prime Minster until he was deposed by Hekmatyar and
the Taliban in 1996 – was quietly dealt out of the new Kabul government, ostensibly for favoring
the Argentine-led Bridas pipeline consortium.

The World Bank and IMF set up shop in Kabul after a twenty-five year hiatus. Halliburton's Brown &
Root subsidiary and other post-war "reconstruction specialists" lined up for contracts. On December
27, 2002 Turkmenistan, Pakistanand Afghanistan signed a deal paving the way for the Centgas
pipeline.

The US-handpicked Afghan Prime Minister Hamid Karzai emerged after the assassination
of contender Abdul Haq, who walked into a trap inside Afghanistan while supposedly under CIA
protection. Haq's handler was Robert "Bud" McFarlane, Reagan's National Security Advisor who now
runs a K Street oil consulting firm. Haq had no ties to the oil industry and was considered by the CIA
to be too cozy with Iran and Russia. Rabbani's Northern Alliance military commander Sheik Massoud
was mysteriously assassinated just two days before 911.

According to Iranian, Afghan and Turkish government sources, Hamid Karzai was a top adviser
to Unocal during their negotiations with the Taliban. He was also a CIA contact during the Company's
decade-long Afghan War. Bill Casey made sure Karzai's family was moved safely to the US after
anarchy took over inKabul.

Karzai is close to King Zaher Shah, who returned to Afghanistan from exile to convene the royalist
loya jerga in July 2002. When all other presidential candidates mysteriously dropped out of the race
just 24 hours before the election, Karzai got the nod as head of state. His people then shut down
debate at the conference, stonewalled on the formation of parliament and refused to appoint
a cabinet. Karzai secret police roamed the grounds of the conference looking for dissenters to jail.
According to tribal representative Hassan Kakar, delegates disagreeing with Karzai were not even
allowed to speak.

The Karzai government represents a return of the Afghan monarchy, compliant as ever
to international banker interests in the region. In 2005 Chevron Texaco bought Unocal, cementing
Four Horsemen control over the trans-Afghan Centgas pipeline.
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